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ABSTRACT In view of the lack of data association in spatiotemporal information analysis and the lack

of spatiotemporal situation analysis in knowledge graphs, this paper combines the semantic web of the

geographic knowledge graph with the visual analysis model of spatial information and puts forward the

comprehensive utilization of the related technologies of the geographic knowledge graph and big data

visual analysis. Then, it realizes the situational analysis of COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019) and

the exploration of patient relationships through interactive collaborative analysis. The main contributions

of the paper are as follows. (1) Based on the characteristics of the geographic knowledge graph, a patient

entity model and an entity relationship type and knowledge representation method are proposed, and a

knowledge graph of the spatiotemporal information of COVID-19 is constructed. (2) To analyse the COVID-

19 patients’ situations and explore their relationships, an analytical framework is designed. The framework,

combining the semantic web of the geographic knowledge graph and the visual analysis model of geographic

information, allows one to analyse the semantic web by using the node attribute similarity calculation,

key stage mining, community prediction and other methods. (3) An efficient epidemic prevention and

anti-epidemic method, which is of referential significance, is proposed. It is based on experiments and

the collaborative analysis of the semantic web and spatial information, allowing for real-time situational

understanding, the discovery of patients’ relationships, the analysis of the spatiotemporal distribution of

patients, super spreader mining, key node analysis, and the prevention and control of high-risk groups.

INDEX TERMS COVID-19; geographic knowledge graph; spatiotemporal big data; visual analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

D
URING the COVID-19 (Coronavirus Disease 2019)

outbreak, related methods and spatiotemporal big data

have been continuously used to form differentiated preven-

tion and control measures. For example, measures such as

COVID-19 patients’ maps, the population flow and distribu-

tion of potential patients, the spatiotemporal tracking of case

trajectories, the allocation of medical resources in epidemic

areas and the differentiated control of the epidemic have been

used in the areas where they may have social and economic

impacts. Applications include the spatial transmission of the

epidemic, the dynamic analysis of disease conditions and the

allocation of emergency resources. In general, spatiotemporal

big data played a significant role in the emergency stage

of the epidemic prevention and control, but they have no

significant role in real-time disease monitoring and the spa-

tiotemporal prediction of the epidemic’s spread. Because of

the limitation of the data model, it is difficult to associate

spatiotemporal big data with multifactorial data related to

the impact of the epidemic. Single, single domain and single

mode data analyses conduct analyses and make predictions

through the adjustment, correlation and optimization of an

algorithm’s components that focus on a single domain. Thus,

they lack the comprehensive analysis of multiple domains

and multiple modalities. Therefore, it is necessary to consider

comprehensively analysing the association of large-scale

heterogeneous data and using heterogeneous data fusion to

expand the multimodal knowledge support of epidemic in-
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fection prediction. This expansion requires integrating mul-

tiple data factors such as spatial and temporal distributions,

population migration, and patients’ relationships for collabo-

rative analysis. This integration must be done to analyse the

underlying causes of the outbreaks and accurately discover

the spatiotemporal mechanism of the epidemic spread, which

will provide scientific and technological knowledge that can

be used to prevent similar events from happening again.

Knowledge graphs, a branch of artificial intelligence and

the most important way to represent knowledge in the big

data era, have been widely used in intelligent search, intelli-

gent Question & Answering (Q & A) [1], [2] and knowledge

recommendation [3], [4]. Faced with the epidemic situation,

relevant scholars and industries in the field of knowledge

graph research have constructed the knowledge graph of

medical resources based on medical data, encyclopaedias,

news, announcements, etc. The graph can provide technical

support such as medical resource tracing, epidemic early

warnings, etc. Constructing a patient knowledge graph can

realize the functions of super spreader mining, key node dis-

covery, prevention and control measures for high-risk groups,

etc.

In addition, the core of a knowledge graph is a large-scale

semantic web [5]. The advantage of a semantic web is that it

can well establish the semantic relationships between entities

and store them in a simple formalized format for convenient

and fast retrieval and analysis. Knowledge graphs are stored

in triples (or quads or quintuples) for the purpose of weight

reduction and simplification, which facilitates the identifica-

tion by computers and reduces the computing requirements

[6]. The advantage of the spatiotemporal information anal-

ysis model is that it can make full use of spatial location

information, visualize the spatial distribution, and discover

the time and spatial patterns by using the geographic analysis

model. It is difficult to visualize the spatial distribution and

spread of an epidemic situation when only using a semantic

web. Complicated relationship information such as the pa-

tient’s social network relationships cannot be described when

using only the geographic spatiotemporal model. Therefore,

the authors consider the combination of the semantic web

and geographic information model to give full play to their

advantages to grasp the spatiotemporal distribution situation

and relationship links.

In view of the lack of data association in spatiotemporal

information analysis and the lack of spatiotemporal situa-

tion analysis in knowledge graphs, this paper combines the

semantic web of the geographic knowledge graph with the

visual analysis model of spatial information and puts forward

the comprehensive utilization of related technologies of the

geographic knowledge graph and big data visual analysis.

Then, it realizes the situational analysis of COVID-19 and

the exploration of patient relationships through interactive

collaborative analysis.

The main contributions of the paper are as follows.

1) Based on the characteristics of the geographic knowl-

ege gradph, a patient entity model and an entity rela-

tionship type and knowledge representation method are

proposed, and a knowledge graph of the spatiotemporal

information of COVID-19 is constructed.

2) To analyse the COVID-19 patients’ situations and ex-

plore their relationships, an analytical framework is

designed. The framework, combining the semantic web

of the geographic knowledge graph and the visual

analysis model of geographic information, allows one

to analyse the semantic web by using the node attribute

similarity calculation, key stage mining, community

prediction and other methods.

3) An efficient epidemic prevention and anti-epidemic

method that has referential significance is put forward.

Based on experiments and the collaborative analysis of

the semantic web and spatial information, it is found

that it allows for real-time situational understanding,

the discovery of patients’ relationships, the analysis

of the spatiotemporal distribution of patients, super

spreader mining, key node analysis, and the prevention

and control of high-risk groups.

II. RELATED WORK

A. ANALYSIS OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE PREDICTION

In the medical field, infectious disease prediction analysis has

ranged from model predictions to big data-driven research.

Increasingly more attention has been paid to the application

of artificial intelligence and big data in the prevention and

prediction of infectious diseases.

The early dynamic model provided a basic method using

qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis to predict infec-

tious diseases [7], [8]. However, due to the small sample data

and limited model factors considered, the output results were

a qualitative prevention test and management mode reports.

With the development and utilization of multi-type sensors,

various kinds of epidemic related data with more types and

more complete samples have been obtained. Many scholars

began to use machine learning and deep learning to achieve

infectious disease prediction [9]– [11]. However, the training

model is highly dependent on the size and accuracy of the

training data set. The setting of the training model parameters

is often subjective. The epidemic prediction itself has a large

number of independent variables, making it a complicated

problem, which could be solved using the combination of

a complex network system and a simulation method [12]

that could simulate the epidemic spreading process. Complex

network and agent simulation [13], [14] that considers indi-

vidual autonomous behaviour and the interaction between in-

dividuals can reflect the impact of a dynamic social network

and individual autonomous behaviour on epidemic transmis-

sion. The core of this method is simulation modelling, but

it does not take into account the attributes of all individuals

(such as patients), the relationships between individuals, and

the spatial and temporal factors (such as behavioural patterns,

geographical distribution, and environmental impacts) that

affect individuals.

Spatialtemporal elements are used in the medical research
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of infectious diseases in three ways. The first one is us-

ing them to analyse the spatial-temporal distribution and

epidemic situation of diseases based on a spatial-temporal

geographical simulation [15]– [17]. Such methods can pro-

vide good spatial and temporal references for the spatial

spread of the epidemic, the dynamic analysis of the epi-

demic, and the allocation of emergency resources, but it is

difficult to analyse the underlying causes of the outbreak

and the development of the epidemic. The second one is

where the elements act as spatiotemporal influencing fac-

tors of the epidemic spreading in the process of building

a simulation model of medical infectious diseases, which

takes into account the geographical space-time factors in

the prediction [18]. Such methods consider social and eco-

nomic indicators, meteorological factors, population density,

road traffic, spatial patterns, personnel movement and other

factors, which provide a more comprehensive perspective

and entry point for the current monitoring of the epidemic

situation. However, the number of influencing factors that a

single model can consider is limited. In addition, the variable

factors such as changes in time and space could be hard

to model. The third way is using them in interactive data

analysis driven by multi-dimensional data. Using spatial-

temporal big data technology, such methods integrate more

environmental elements into collaborative analysis. The data-

driven big data analysis method provides a new idea for the

prediction analysis and mining of infectious diseases, which

makes up for the shortcomings of the prediction model that

is weak at complex model building [19]– [21].

The data-driven spatiotemporal analysis method enhances

the collaborative analysis ability of multi-source heteroge-

neous data, emphasizes the relevance of data, makes better

use of the correlation of data, allows for the mutual verifi-

cation of data cross domains and disciplines, and improves

the accuracy and scientificity of epidemic prediction. By

fully using time series data, the intermediate process of the

epidemic spread can be accurately controlled [22], [23]. In

addition, prediction grading on different levels and stages

of the epidemic makes it more conducive to determining

epidemic prevention and control measures. The introduction

of different types of related data results in problems such

as how to establish association models between data and

how to realize the collaborative analysis of large-scale multi-

source heterogeneous data; furthermore, such large scale data

samples make the model calculation a problem [24].

B. GEOGRAPHICAL KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

The knowledge graph is essentially a networked knowledge

base that is linked by entities with attributes through relation-

ships. In other words, a knowledge graph is a knowledge base

with a directed graph structure, where the nodes of the graph

represent entities or concepts, and the edges represent various

semantic relationships between entities/concepts.

A geographic knowledge graph is the expansion of a

knowledge graph using geography, and it is a structured

geo-semantic knowledge base. By formally describing the

concept, entity, and attribute and their relationships in the

field of geography, the concept and entity are connected with

each other, forming a network knowledge structure [25].

The core of a geographic knowledge graph is to construct

a large-scale geographic knowledge semantic web, which is

essentially a large-scale directed network graph. The core

technology is geographic entity association model build-

ing, which allows one to build relationships between large

amounts of multi-source heterogeneous epidemic situation

data and to achieve the collaborative analysis of multiple

sources and multiple elements. With the rapid development

of artificial intelligence, big data and other emerging tech-

nologies, geographic knowledge graphs have become an

effective way to realize the intelligent organization of geo-

graphic information, and it has been rapidly recognized by

relevant experts in the field of geography. Studies have been

done on the aspects of geographic entity extraction [26],

[27], topology and orientation relationship extraction [28]

and geographic knowledge graph storage [29]– [32].

Related technology research results on the construction

of geographic knowledge graphs mainly include the con-

struction framework of the geographic knowledge graph put

forward by Lu Feng et al. [33]; the analysis and inter-

pretation of the key technology of the construction of the

geographic knowledge graph for the intelligent application

of a virtual geographic environment that was conducted by

Jiang Bingchuan et al. [25]; the CrowdGeoKG constructed

by Jiaoyan Chen et al. [34], who used wikidata and human

geography knowledge to strengthen the geographic entities of

OpenStreetMap; and the formal representation model of geo-

graphic knowledge proposed by Wang s et al. [35], which can

deal with the spatial, temporal and dynamic characteristics of

geographic knowledge. A geographic knowledge graph can

provide a good reference for forming the knowledge graph

of the spatial-temporal information of COVID-19. The mod-

elling and representation of spatial-temporal features could

be realized using a knowledge graph. The knowledge graph

of the spatiotemporal information of COVID-19 should in-

clude spatial and temporal characteristics, geographic enti-

ties, and data types such as space-time object, social network

and regional environment data.

A large-scale spatiotemporal knowledge graph needs to

combine spatiotemporal data representation models (such

as maps, spatiotemporal distributions, etc.) for collabora-

tive analysis. Yuhan Sun [36] proposed a universal geo-

graphic knowledge graph indexing framework, Riso-tree,

to implement semantic web and geospatial indexing, and

constructed a location-aware search and query based on

the geographic knowledge of interactive maps [37]. Having

combined the characteristics of trajectory data and the defi-

nition of a knowledge graph, Wu Xian et al. [38] extracted

the entities, relationships, and attributes of trajectory data

and constructed the trajectory map, which supports basic

queries, range queries, nearest neighbour queries, keyword

queries and trajectory mode queries. Yunpeng Xiao et al. [39]

proposed a rumour propagation dynamics model based on
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an evolutionary game and anti-rumour information, and the

model can effectively describe the propagation of rumours

and the dynamic change rule of the influence of anti-rumour

information, and further proposed a group behavior model

for rumor and anti-rumor [40]. In paper [41], Yunpeng Xiao

et al. used user multidimensional attributes and evolutionary

games combined with the traditional susceptible-infected-

recovered (SIR) epidemic model, which was used to quantify

the impacts of external and internal driving factors on group

state transitions during hotspot propagation.

In the application of geographic knowledge graphs, ge-

ographic knowledge association queries based on knowl-

edge graphs are widely used. Typical examples are Geo-

Wiki [42](a geo-semantics sharing network system) and

KIDGS [43] (a geographical knowledge-informed digital

gazetteer service). Lin Ye et al. [44], [45] stated that to

conduct VGE knowledge engineering, it is necessary to re-

alize the intelligent transformation from “data-information-

knowledge -smart” and realize intelligent virtual geographic

environment services. Robert Laurini [46] presented a ten-

tative conceptual framework for managing practical geo-

graphic knowledge, and the geographic knowledge base

(GKB) includes geographic objects, geographic structures,

geographic relations, geographic rules, geographic ontol-

ogy, a gazetteer, physico-mathematical models, and external

knowledge. Jiang Bingchuan et al. [47] stated that combining

a spatial-temporal data model and semantic web model is

one of the main ways to implement an intelligent geographic

information service, and they also realized intelligent Q &

A and interaction with a virtual geographic environment

by using a geographic knowledge graph. Liu Ju et al. [48]

realized the intelligent querying of Chinese Guqin masters’

related information based on a knowledge base and a ge-

ographic information model. Liu Junnan et al. [49] built

an event representation model centred on events that com-

bined spatiotemporal and semantic features, which could

organize multi-source heterogeneous data using knowledge

graph technologies to represent terrorist event relationships

and attribute information.

The geographic knowledge graph is a sound improvement

over the knowledge graph, which has been successfully ap-

plied in fact-based knowledge Q & A, geographic knowledge

association searches and intelligent interaction. In the face

of the epidemic, the constructed epidemic Knowledge Q &

A system and patient relationship query system have played

positive roles in the popularization of epidemic knowledge

and in self-protection measures. However, due to the in-

complete correlation data and inadequate correlation analysis

methods, it is difficult to carry out in-depth analysis, which

makes it a problem to closely follow and further predict the

epidemic situation.

In summary, the related research on knowledge graphs

can direct the construction of epidemic knowledge graphs in

these two aspects.

1) The construction of an ontology model of geographi-

cal knowledge. Geographical ontology research started

earlier, and has formed a relatively complete set of

ontology systems and ontology model construction

methods, which can provide ontology system guidance

for the construction of the COVID-19 patients’ spa-

tiotemporal information knowledge graph; however, it

needs to be improved based on the characteristics of

the medical field.

2) The geographic knowledge extraction and represen-

tation model. This model has certain referential sig-

nificance for the extraction of different geographical

knowledge, especially knowledge with time and spatial

variables such as spatiotemporal information and ge-

ographic events. However, it requires further research

regarding the formalized representation of the geo-

graphic spatial-temporal model about the epidemic’s

spread in order to build a model or representation

that presents both factual knowledge and epidemic

changes.

III. CONSTRUCTION OF COVID-19 PATIENTS’

INFORMATION KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

Referring to the basic process of building a geographic

knowledge graph, the basic framework for building the

spatial-temporal information knowledge graph of COVID-

19 patients is shown in Figure 1. The knowledge sources of

the spatiotemporal information knowledge graph of patients

include the following: social network data, personal relation-

ship data, news data, migration data, epidemic surveillance

data, trajectory data, and basic geographic information data.

The data sources, formats and extraction methods are shown

in Table 1.

A. ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION

The ontology layer of COVID-19 patients’ knowledge graph

is a subset of geographic ontology.

1) DEFINE THE CONCEPT SET

ON_Concept:{C} is defined as follows: {C1: patients, C2:

residence, C3: hospital, C4: vehicle, C5: location, E: event

ontology}.

Here, C1: refers to the confirmed COVID-19 patients, C2:

refers to the patients’ residence, C3 refers to the hospital

where the patients get medical treatment, C4: refers to the

patients’ means of transport, C5: refers to the location of the

patients; and E: event ontology, which mainly includes medi-

cal treatment events, confirmed events, travel events, contact

events, shopping events, gathering events, home events and

fever events.

Define the relationship in the ontology ON_Relationship

as follows (take the patient ontology and other types of ontol-

ogy as examples): {R} = {R(C1, C1), R(C1, C2), R(C1, C3),
R(C1, C4), R(C1, C5), R(C1, E)}where,

1©R(C1, C1) is the relationship between patients;

2©R(C1, C2) is the relationship between the patients and

the places they live, i.e., “residence”;
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FIGURE 1. The basic framework for building the spatial-temporal information knowledge graph of COVID-19 patients.

TABLE 1. SOURCES OF THE SPATIOTEMPORAL INFORMATION OF COVID-19 PATIENTS

Data category Data Sources Data Format Extraction method Knowledge type

Social network data WeChat and Weibo data Unstructured text Wrapper extraction Character entities, social
relationships, geographic
and hidden information

Personal relationship data Household registration,
WeChat, and Weibo

Structured household reg-
istration database, unstruc-
tured text

D2R, wrapper extraction Character entities and char-
acter relationships

News data News website Unstructured text Wrapper extraction News

Migration data Railway, civil aviation, and
highway administrations

Structured database Wrapper extraction Tracking data and vehicle
entities

Outbreak Monitoring data National and provincial
health committees

Unstructured text Wrapper extraction Patient entities and patient
relationships

Trajectory data Mobile positioning and
surveys

Structured database Wrapper extraction Character entities and, dis-
placement events

Basic geographic informa-
tion data

Maps, Images, and Geo-
graphic Names

Structured database Wrapper extraction Geographical Name
Entities and Geographical
Knowledge

3©R(C1, C3) is the relationship between patients and the

hospitals where they get medical treatment, i.e., “hospital in”;

4©R(C1, C4)is the relationship between patients and the

transportation, i.e., ”take”;

5©R(C1, C5)is the relationship between the patients and

their locations, i.e., “location”; and

6©R(C1, E)is the relationship between patients and

events, i.e., “has-event”.

2) ENTITY SEMANTIC MODEL AND RELATIONSHIP

DEFINITION

The entity conceptual model is shown in Table 2.

The knowledge graph of COVID-19 patients has clear

characteristic spatiotemporal information, mainly including

the following,as shown in Figure 2.

1©Physical position characteristics. All entities e have ba-

sic location characteristics, including fe={lng,lat,D} , where

lng represents longitude, lat represents latitude, and D de-

scribes the scope of the entity and mainly refers to the

TABLE 2. ENTITY CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Patient entity

+Patient entity identification code:Entity_ID
+Patient entity name:Name
+Patient entity classification:Classification
+Patient entity relationship:Relationship
+Patient entity properties:
+Patient entity location:
+Patient events:

administrative radius of the area where the patient is located.

2©Triple related to the location. In the triple (h, r, t) , at

least one of the two entities, h and t, contains a location

feature. At present, the entities with location features in the

graph include residences, departures, destinations, hospitals

for medical treatment, locations and so on.
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FIGURE 2. The COVID-19 patients’ entities and relationships.

3) EVENT SEMANTIC MODEL AND RELATIONSHIP

DEFINITION

An event includes 6 elements: who, when, where, action,

state and what. An event, expressed as e, could be defined

as a sixtuple as follows:

e = (E, T, P,A, S,W )

The letters E, T, P,A, S and W represent the subject

(including entities such as people and medical organizations),

time, place, actions (such as trigger words for actions), state

set and situations (event descriptions), respectively. For ex-

ample, in "patient 23 returned to Taikang County by taking

private car from Wuhan on January 7", the event subject

is "patients 23", the time is "January 7", the position is

"Wuhan", "Taikang county", the actions are "take, return", the

state set is "return", and the event description is "take private

car to return".

The relationships between events include constituent rela-

tionships, sequential relationships, causal relationships and

correlation relationships. The relationship between events

can be linked through time, place and participants.

For example: "Patient XXX, female, 25 years old, now

living in the Evergrande Oasis of Minghu Office of the

Economic Development Zone, contacted the returnees from

Wuhan in Zhengzhou on January 18. She took the G658 high-

speed rail (carriage 11) to Xinxiang on January 19 and went

back to Zhengzhou on January 21 by high-speed rail G1813

(carriage 4). Then, she drove to Ruzhou, PingDingshan on the

same day and drove back to Zhengzhou on January 30 at last.

Since then, she had been stayed at home until fever symp-

toms occurred on February 1 when she drove to Zhengzhou

Seventh People’s hospital. On February 3, she drove to the

people’s Hospital of Henan Province for treatment and was

diagnosed on February 6 "

As shown in Figure 3, there is a causal relationship be-

tween the contact event e1 "contact with Wuhan returnees

on January 18" and the fever event e7 “fever symptoms

on February 1". The migration event e2 "take G658 high-

speed rail (carriage 11) to Xinxiang on January 19" and the

FIGURE 3. The schema of events and relationships.

migration event e3 "take high-speed rail G1813 (carriage 4)

to Zhengzhou on January 21" are sequential. The fever event

e7 "fever symptoms on February 1" and the event e8 "drive to

Zhengzhou Seventh People’s Hospital on February 1 " have

a causal relationship.

4) SEMANTIC WEB REPRESENTATION

The spatiotemporal information knowledge graph of

COVID-19 patients expresses the concept, entity, attribute

and event of the COVID-19 subfield with resource the

description framework (RDF) as a triple, namely, "< s

(subject), P (predicate), O (object) >". Then, we establish

the relationships among its elements, entities and events. It

is represented by the directed graph of "point— edge", as

shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. The representation of the COVID-19 spatiotemporal information

knowledge graph.

IV. ANALYSIS METHOD OF EPIDEMIC SITUATION

BASED ON SPATIOTEMPORAL INFORMATION

KNOWLEDGE GRAPH OF COVID-19 PATIENTS

A. ANALYSIS TASKS

To realize the monitoring and analysis of epidemic situations

by combining the patient semantic relation network model
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and spatiotemporal information visual analysis model, the

following analysis tasks need to be done:

1) Epidemic situation analysis: analyse the regional dis-

tribution of patients to understand the current situation,

2) Patients’ relationship analysis: analyse patients who

are infected by gathering them for super spreader min-

ing,

3) Analysis of the spatial and temporal patterns of the

patients: analyse patients’ activity areas to set up early

warning and protection areas, and

4) Early warning and prediction of high-risk groups: find

the possible cross-infection patients based on the rela-

tionships between patients and other entities.

B. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK

As shown in Figure 5, the basic analytical framework for the

comprehensive geographic knowledge graph is based on the

knowledge graph semantic web model and the temporal and

spatial information visual analysis model. Almost all nodes

in the spatiotemporal information knowledge graph have

spatiotemporal position information, and all types of nodes

can be mapped to a unified spatiotemporal framework. This

framework can take full advantage of the characteristics of

the semantic web map analysis and geographical spatiotem-

poral analysis for comprehensive analysis and application.

The graph analysis based on the knowledge graph seman-

tic model includes functions such as relationship analysis,

network graph distribution, link prediction, and graph visu-

alization. The analysis based on spatiotemporal data mod-

els includes functions such as geographical spatiotemporal

distribution, spatiotemporal trajectory analysis, character and

event analysis, and spatiotemporal situation analysis.

FIGURE 5. Collaborative analysis of the semantic web and spatiotemporal

model.

C. NODE CLUSTERING AND SIMILARITY ANALYSIS OF

COVID-19 PATIENTS’ SEMANTIC WEB

1) SIMILARITY CALCULATION OF PATIENTS’ NODES

BASED ON NODE ATTRIBUTES

The patients’ spatiotemporal information knowledge graph

is highly dynamic. The entities in the network and the rela-

tionships between them would evolve over time and space.

New nodes might show up while the existing ones might

disappear, and currently disconnected nodes might be con-

nected. Link prediction can be used to analyse the potential

relationships between the confirmed patients and to report on

an epidemic situation that requires an early warning.

Node similarity calculation methods are divided into

attribute-based methods and link-based methods. The

COVID-19 patients’ knowledge graph semantic web is a

directed graph with relatively clear node attributes where the

attribute-based method should be applied. It calculates the

similarity by comparing the attribute values of the nodes.

First, the attribute vectors are constructed for each node,

and each attribute is regarded as a dimension of the multi-

dimensional space. For example, vp and vq are two nodes in

the network and both of them have m attributes, which could

be expressed as follows:

vp = (ep1
, ep2

, · · · , epm
)

vq = (eq1 , eq2 , · · · , eqm)

The nodes are mapped to the low dimensional space, and

then the node similarity is calculated using the Euclidean

distance formula and cosine similarity formula of vector

space.

dist(vp, vq) =

√

√

√

√

m
∑

i=1

(vpi
− vqi)

2 (1)

sim(vp, vq) =
~vp · ~vq

‖vp‖ · ‖vq‖
(2)

2) SUPER SPREADER MINING BASED ON

BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY ALGORITHM

The betweenness centrality, which is the probability that a

node is located on the shortest path connecting any two

nodes, is closely related to the length of the path. The

COVID-19 patients’ knowledge graph semantic web has

rich knowledge of node attributes and relationships (edges),

which can realize super spreader mining using the between-

ness centrality algorithm.

The betweenness centrality of a node [50] refers to the

ratio of the number of shortest paths passing through the node

to the number of shortest paths between any two nodes in the

network. Its value indicates the network’s control ability over

information transmission. The larger the value is, the greater

the number of shortest paths between any two nodes in the

network passing through the node, and the more important

the node.

Suppose that the number of shortest paths between node

pair j and k is gj,k , the number of shortest paths that

pass through node i is gi,j(i) , and Cj,k(i) represents the

betweenness centrality of i, i.e., the probability that i is on

the shortest path between j and k. The calculation formula

for the betweenness centrality is as follows [51]:

BC(i) =
∑

j 6=i 6=k∈v

gj,k(i)

gj,k
(3)
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gj,k(i)is the number of shortest paths between j and k that

i passes. gj,k is the number of the shortest paths between j

and k.

3) SEMANTIC WEB NODE CLUSTERING BASED ON THE

lOUVAIN ALGORITHM

COVID-19 patients’ spatiotemporal information knowledge

graph is essentially a large-scale directed graph. The cluster

analysis of network nodes is similar to the community de-

tection of a social network. A community is a set of nodes

that are similar to each other and different from other nodes

in the network. The community detection algorithm helps to

mine some nodes at the centre or edge of the community. For

example, it can be used for the analysis of infected patients

caused by a family gathering.

The Louvain algorithm [52] is a community detection

algorithm based on Modularity, which is efficient, provides

good results, and can detect hierarchical community struc-

tures. Its optimization goal is to maximize the Modularity of

the community network.

The Modularity function is used to measure the quality

of the results of the community detection algorithm. It can

describe the compactness of detected communities [53]. Its

function is defined as follows:

Q =
1

2m

∑

i,j

[Ai,j −
kikj

2m
]δ(ci, cj) (4)

where m is the number of edges in the network, and A

is the adjacency matrix. If ci equals cj , then δ(ci, cj) = 1;

otherwise, it would be 0.

The formula can be further transformed into the following:

Q =
1

2m

∑

c

[
∑

in−
(
∑

tot)2

2m
] (5)

∑

in represents the sum of the weights of the edges in

community c , and
∑

tot represents the sum of the weights

of the edges connected to nodes in community c .

The Louvain algorithm consists of the following steps.

Step 1: Traverse all the nodes i in the network, assign

a single node i to the community of each neighbouring

node, calculate the changes in the Modularity measure Q

represented by ∆Q , and add it to the community of the

neighbouring node with the maximum change in Modular-

ity measure. Repeat this step until all nodes are no longer

changed, and the generated small community is the input of

the second step.

Step 2: Compress the graph. All nodes in the same com-

munity are compressed into a new node. The weights of the

edges between the nodes in the community are converted into

the weights of the ring of the new node, and the edge weights

between the communities are converted into the edge weights

between the new nodes.

Step 3: Iterate these two steps until the algorithm is stable.

TABLE 3. PSEUDOCODE OF LOUVAIN ALGORITHM

Define directed node network graph structure as G(V,E)
1) Initialize each point in G as a community, calculate the module
degree value at this time and store it in Q1, Q3 = Q1;
2) Q2 = Q1;
3) for i = 1 to n /*n is the number of vertices in the network graph*/
4) if d(vi) == 1 /* d(x) calculate the degree of vertex */
5) add points to the community to which they are connected;
6) else
7) remove the vertex vi from the original community;
8) add vi to the community that makes ∆Q the largest;
9) end if
10)end for
11)calculate the modularity value at this time and store it in Q1;
12) if Q1 > Q2, go to step 2;
13) end if;
14) merge the communities into one super point;
15) store the points contained in different hyper points into the
corresponding collection array communities;
16) return communities

When node i is assigned to the community of neighbouring

node j, ∆Q can be calculated by formula 6

∆Q = [

∑

in + ki,in

2m
− (

∑

tot + ki

2m
)2]

−[

∑

in

2m
− (

∑

tot

2m
)2 − (

ki

2m
)2] (6)

The pseudocode of the Louvain algorithm is shown in

Table 3. The time complexity of the Louvain community

discovery algorithm is O(nlogn), where n is the number of

nodes in the network. As the data scale increases, the time

complexity of the algorithm increases by levels of nlogn .

V. EXPERIMENT

A. EXPERIMENT DATA

The experimental data are collected from the confirmed

COVID-19 patients in Henan Province in China (until March

13, 2020), and have been released by the Henan Province

Government. After data cleaning, the patient knowledge

graph of the spatiotemporal information is constructed with

2312 entities and 5055 entity relationships. The entity la-

bels include "patient", "train number", "place of residence",

"place of departure", "destination", "hospital", "event", etc.

B. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

The experimental platform adopts the B/S architecture,

which is developed and implemented based on the ECharts

and Java languages. By taking advantage of both rich GIS in-

formation and the interactive visual analysis system, a visual

analysis system of the spatiotemporal information knowledge

graph of COVID-19 is constructed. The system interface is

shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 is the network analysis of the patients’ relation-

ships in Henan Province, which uses the following compo-

nents.

A: Maps and migration maps. It mainly displays the loca-

tion information, urban trajectory and migration trajectory of

patients.
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FIGURE 6. Visual analysis of the COVID-19 patient’s knowledge graph.

B: Interactive visual analysis of the knowledge graph of

COVID-19 patients. Through the collaborative analysis with

the maps, the patient type analysis, the regional prevention

and control situation analysis, the gathering infected pa-

tient analysis, high-risk group prevention and control, the

city track analysis, and the missing reports and concealed

cases analysis, the following functions are realized: patient

relationship tracking, high-risk group prevention and control

information release, event pattern analysis, etc.

C: Event axis. These lists are used to show the temporal

and spatial characteristics of patients’ visiting events, diag-

nosis events, travel events, contact events, shopping events,

gathering events, quarantine events and fever events.

C. KNOWLEDGE GRAPH SEMANTIC WEB ANALYSIS

1) ANALYSIS OF PATIENTS’ TYPES

After screening the "patient" and "departure place" entities,

in Figure 7, it can be clearly seen that in the early stage

of the epidemic, most of the infected people are related to

"Wuhan", "Hankou" and other Hubei areas, belonging to the

"direct input" patient type.

2) ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL PREVENTION AND

CONTROL SITUATION

After screening the "patient" and "location" entities, as shown

in Figure 8, it can be seen clearly that the patients are

mainly located in "Zhengzhou", "Xinyang", "Pingdingshan",

"Nanyang", "Jiaozuo", "Shangqiu", "Xinxiang", "Kaifeng",

"Hebi", "Luohe", "Zhoukou", etc. Some patients moved di-

rectly between different cities, resulting in cross-regional

infections. There is no personnel movement in "Jiyuan",

"Luohe", and "Sanmenxia" due to strict control measures.

FIGURE 7. Analysis of patient types.

3) PATIENTS ANALYSIS OF FAMILY GATHERING

INFECTION

After the character relationship is screened and the free node

is removed, the high risk of infection from families has been

proved by the Louvain group analysis, as shown in Figure 9.

Therefore, it is of necessity to implement quarantine mea-

sures for families.

4) HIGH-RISK GROUP PREVENTION AND CONTROL

ANALYSIS

There are several patients who are infected during family

gatherings. For example, as shown in Figure 10, based on

the betweenness centrality analysis, "case 450", "case 572",
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FIGURE 8. Analysis of regional prevention and control situation.

FIGURE 9. Patients’ analysis of family gathering infection.

"case 758", "case 1270" and "case 1106" all get infected by

their family members who they have contacted. These cases

are typical super spreaders (as shown in Figure 11(a)), and

thus it is necessary to remind the personnel who have close

contact with them.

As shown in Figure 11(b), "Case 49", "case 786", "case

424", "case 922" and "case 787" took the same flight to travel

abroad on the same day. It proves the necessity of the release

the key flight information in time for early warnings, and the

passengers on this flight should be quarantined for particular

observations.

Node prediction analysis may discover further informa-

tion. For example, as shown in Figure 11(c), the data show

that case 41 and case 758 took the same train on the same day.

FIGURE 10. Analysis of super spreaders based on betweenness centrality

The similarity analysis of node information is conducted, and

a similarity value of 1.5 is obtained. This outcome indicates

that case 41, who has not been listed as one of the contactees

in the released details, might have contacted case 17. The

value of the associated forecast between case 17 and case 41

is 1.649, as shown in Figure 12. Therefore, it is suspected that

case 41 (or case 17) is unreported or concealed.

5) ANALYSIS OF PATIENT TRAJECTORIES IN THE CITY

The analysis of the patient trajectories in urban areas could

help to take particular measures to report and control the

places where cases have visited and the public transportation

they have taken. In Figure 13, the left graph in the following

shows the patient trajectories in the city, the middle graph

is the sequential events network of “confirmed diagnosis–

confirmed diagnosis–confirmed diagnosis–confirmed diag-

nosis”, and the right is the event axis.

VI. DISCUSSION

Experiments have proved that the knowledge graph of the

spatiotemporal information of COVID-19 based on various

heterogeneous data could take advantage of both semantic

web analysis and the visual analysis of the spatiotemporal

information for analysis and application to measures that are

used to realize "macro situation control" of the epidemic

outbreak and "precise prevention and control for patients".

Such measures help to improve the accuracy of locating

the epidemic transmission path and preventing the epidemic

from further spreading.

However, the database of this paper is still relatively weak.

The proliferation of the data scale and semantic web scale

would lead to low analysis efficiency and weak robustness.

The knowledge graph of the spatiotemporal information for

epidemic prevention and control in the future can be further

studied from the following two aspects.

1) The expansion of the data association scale. The data

could be improved by adding associated multi-source,

cross-domain data types, such as social network data,

spatiotemporal location information, epidemic surveil-

lance information and geographic environment data, to
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(a) super spreader warning

(b) warning of infection in travels

(c) prediction of patients’ similarity nodes

FIGURE 11. Analysis of typical cases

FIGURE 12. Node attribute similarity calculation

FIGURE 13. Analysis of patients’ trajectories in urban areas

build knowledge models and representations suitable

for large-scale temporal features. This improvement

would help to form a large-scale spatiotemporal infor-

mation semantic web of the COVID-19 epidemic sit-

uation and build up the relationships among epidemic

information cross domains and disciplines. For exam-

ple, the relationship between characters, in addition to

"family", "relatives", there are "friends", "colleagues",

"teacher-student" relations, etc. After expanding the

character relationship type, a complex character rela-

tionship network can be established based on large-

scale data such as company human resource data,

government household registration data, etc., which

would help to identify people suspected of contacting

confirmed cases.

2) Use a graph neural network to learn the spatiotempo-

ral knowledge graph. COVID-19 patients’ spatiotem-

poral information knowledge graph is essentially a

large-scale directed graph. A graph neural network

model can be used to design a highly dynamic spatial-

temporal neural network that meets the sequential char-

acteristics of directed graphs. This design could be

used for large-scale node prediction, link prediction

and community clustering prediction algorithms in

large-scale complex networks to realize the real-time

prediction and simulation of the epidemic situation

of the COVID-19 spatiotemporal information complex

network. For example, we could preset the weights of

spatial locations, patients’ influence, hidden relations,

and patients’ preferences to study and construct a graph

neural network model to implement community detec-

tion, epidemic control area classification and analysis

of infection patterns.
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VII. CONCLUSION

In response to the outbreaks, geographers took the initiative 
to continuously integrate the measures related to space-time 
big data such as COVID-19 epidemic maps, the distribution 
of communities with diagnosed residents, and the dynamic 
trajectory of patients. Their efforts in such areas like the 
spatial transmission of the epidemic, the dynamic analysis 
of the disease’s condition and the allocation of emergency 
resources, might be help of differentiated prevention and 
control and thus cause social and economic impacts. They 
have constructed spatial interaction models of population 
migration and spatial interaction models of epidemics. In 
general, spatiotemporal big data played a particular role in 
the emergency stage of the epidemic prevention and control.

In view of the lack of data association in spatiotemporal 
information analysis and the lack of spatiotemporal situa-

tion analysis in knowledge graphs, this paper combines the 
semantic web of the geographic knowledge graph with the 
visual analysis model of spatial information and puts forward 
the comprehensive utilization of related technologies of the 
geographic knowledge graph and big data visual analysis. 
This realizes the situation analysis of COVID-19 and the 
exploration of patient relationships through interactive col-

laborative analysis.

Compared to previously conducted studies, there are 
seven innovations in this paper.

1) It constructs the COVID-19 patients’knowledge graph

based on the information of the COVID-19 patients in

Henan Province.

2) It conducts patient type analysis, regional prevention,

and control situation analysis, gathering infected pa-

tients’ analysis, high-risk group prevention and control

analysis, city trajectory analysis, and missing report

and concealed case analysis to trace the relationships

between patients, publish information for high-risk

group prevention and control, and analyse event pat-

terns.

3) It designs curve graphs to present the epidemic situ-

ation in China and in Henan Province based on the

released COVID-19 information that has been analysed

using multi-view collaborative analysis technology.

4) It designs a bubble chart showing the development

trend of COVID-19 in all provinces and cities in China.

5) It designs a migration chart that is mainly based on the

train passenger numbers published on people.com.cn

that have reported confirmed cases.

6) It designs a network node chart showing the relation-

ship network in the patient knowledge graph.

7) It designs the distribution map showing the distribution

of the daily confirmed cases in Henan Province.

Starting from the analysis of the semantic web and the

spatiotemporal distribution, a multi-level analysis and appli-

cation from "macro situation control" to "precision patient

prevention and control" has been implemented, which can be

used to improve the scientificity and accuracy of the surveil-

lance, prediction and responses related to new coronavirus

pneumonia epidemics. It will provide support for the further

promotion of the intelligent prevention and control of major

epidemic outbreaks and will help to improve the accuracy of

locating epidemic transmission path and preventing it from

further spreading.
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